FOLLOWERS Part 1

Come Follow Me
In ‘Social Media World,’ we can follow people from a DISCREET DISTANCE, DIP IN +
OUT, JUST OBSERVE.
But there’s no COMMITMENT or OBLIGATION, no need for real RELATIONSHIP or
ACCOUNTABILITY.
DANGER: We follow JESUS in the SAME WAY = From distance, dip in + out, no real
commitment or accountability … Nothing face-to-face, real or vulnerable … No obligation to
do anything, change anything or commit to anything

→ Has social media style following / relationship / watching from a distance crept

into the church? Is it tempting to dip in and out? Why are commitment,
relationship and accountability so important if we’re going to change our world or
if Jesus is going to change us?
→ What standard does the Bible set for followership? See Luke 9:23, 18:22, John
10:2-5, 8:12.
→ What should be the results of making a radical commitment to follow Jesus?
TEXT: Luke 5:1-11

A. DON’T’ BE AFRAID
∗ Follow me = IMPERATIVE, but also INVITATION.
∗ An invitation to a completely DIFFERENT and hugely SUPERIOR life of HOPE,
PURPOSE + FREEDOM
→ Why might people be afraid? Why do some people sit on edge + observe? Why

won’t they really let Him in? Why do they hold things back? Why do they convince
themselves they know better or their way will work, even if Jesus says opposite?
You can look at Jesus’ call in two ways:
a) Jesus sets an IMPOSSIBLE STANDARD that I’ll NEVER REACH
b) Jesus has INVITED me into a WONDERFUL NEW WORLD
It’s the difference between RELIGION which is based on FEAR and PERFORMANCE
and RELATIONSHIPS which is based on GRACE and TRUTH.
This is not a message of CONDEMNATION, but of CONVICTION.
→ Why do we follow Jesus? Out of what motivation / for what reasons?
→ What does the devil try to whisper in our ears to stop us following Jesus? What

does the world say when we tell them we do?

B. EVERYTHING GETS LEFT BEHIND
∗ Disciples would LEAVE FATHER & MOTHER and go to RABBI BOARDING
SCHOOL.
∗ Jesus’ call to follow Him results in a LEAVING BEHIND and a MOVING ON to
something completely different.
∗ We’re called to abandon the WAYS OF THIS WORLD and assume the WAYS
OF THE KINGDOM: A new set of PRINCIPLES, VALUES & PRACTICES.

∗ Out of the WORLD and into the KINGDOM … Out of SIN and into HOLINESS
… Out of the FLESH and into the SPIRIT.

∗ ‘Leave everything’ isn’t a PUNISHMENT, but an OPPORTUNITY.
→ What did these four fishermen leave behind? What does God call us to leave
behind?
→ “The unhappiest person is a Christian trying to live in the world.” Discuss. Why
can’t you cling onto your sin and be a follower? Why can’t you have one foot in
each camp? What does it mean to ‘come out of the world?’
C. FISHERS OF MEN
i) He gave them a PICTURE they could IDENTIFY with → He wasn’t going to
waste their natural SKILL-SET and EXPERIENCE, He was going to REDEEM it
and use it for His GLORY.
ii) He gave them a NEW and DIFFERENT PURPOSE.
iii) There is a Kingdom MANDATE and PURPOSE = FISHERS of MEN, WITNESSES
for JESUS, AMBASSADORS of the KINGDOM.
→ If Jesus called Simon, Andrew, James and John to be ‘fishers of men,’ what does

He / might He call you to be? How does He redeem your experiences / utilise your
natural skill-sets for your new purpose?

D. I WILL MAKE YOU
∗ Make can mean APPOINT or FASHION and FORM.
∗ There’s a sense of JOURNEY: Over time, the POTTER will mould the CLAY,
until you are MADE fishers of men.
Those four fishermen disciples went on quite the journey, but look who they
became:
a) Strong in FAITH, because they sat under JESUS’ TEACHING.
b) SUPERNATURAL, because they knew what it was like to LIVE FILLED.
c) Ruled by LOVE, as He changed, softened and filled their HEARTS.
d) POWERFUL and EFFECTIVE witnesses to grace and truth, as He affected their
purpose, priority and instincts.
→ Why do we have to be followers for Jesus to ‘make us’ what He wants us to be?

What is our part in the process?

E. FOLLOW ME = DIRECTION, IMITATION, LEADERSHIP.
∗ IMITATION implies CLOSELY, CAREFULLY, EXACTLY, INTENTIONALLY (1 Cor
11:1, Eph 5:1).

∗ DIRECTION includes the PROPHETIC.
∗ LEADERSHIP asks ‘WHO’S FOLLOWING WHOM?’
→ What were the lessons inherent in Jesus’ fishing miracle? What was He showing
His new followers? What non-negotiable principles was He demonstrating?
THE CHALLENGE: If you’re totally honest, Is it Facebook-following or disciplefollowing for you? Is it interest or imitation? Observation or participation? Dipping
in or committing? And which would you like it to be?
RESPONSE: Pray a prayer of consecration in which you declare Jesus’ lordship and
your own commitment to follow. Then asking Him to teach and lead you.

